by governments, and used to produce reputational rankings. Hence, ceteris paribus, being esteemed and having a good reputation are of prudential value to those whose professional lives are dedicated to the acquisition and transmission of knowledge and understanding. It is therefore no surprise that intellectuals seek to obtain these accolades.
Being esteemed and having a good reputation are also epistemically valuable because they are evidence of the quality of o e performance, the reliability of o e s a ilities or the trustworthiness of o e s opi io s. Individuals often el o othe s judg e ts, as manifested in expressions of esteem and admiration, to gauge the value of their own achievements. For example, a scientist may develop an appreciation of the full significance of her discovery by first noting that it has earned her the esteem of other scientists whom she admires.
Facts about the esteem and reputation in which individuals are held can also be valuable evidence when trying to ascertain whom to believe among disagreeing parties. When one is not able to judge independently the likely truth of the views expressed in a debate, one may rationally rely on the reputations of the conflicting parties to decide whose opinion, if any, to accept. Hence, the existence within a community of a practice of esteeming is of epistemic value to its members.
The desire to be esteemed, however, can be at the root of vicious, including intellectually vicious, behaviour. It has a prominent place in the psychology of those who are best described as vain, who suffer from envy and are inordinately keen to impress. However, deliberate concealment to prevent others from making esteem-based judgements about oneself is also i ious. I la el this i e ti idit . Both vanity and timidity have distorting influences on the relations of dependence that hold among members of epistemic communities. Vain individuals, unless exposed, may be taken to be more reliable, trustworthy or intellectually excellent than they are; those who are timid may not be called upon, because presumed to be ignorant, when they could supply valuable information. In this and other ways, vanity and timidity are obstacles to effective and responsible enquiry.
That is, enquiry which is knowledge-conducive, sensitive to the evidence, careful and in other ways respectful of the obligations that bind epistemic subjects. 1 This paper has five aims. The first is to clarify the nature of esteem and of the related notions of reputation and admiration (sect. 1). The second is to argue that communities which possess practices of esteeming individuals for their intellectual qualities are epistemically superior to otherwise identical communities lacking this practice (sect. 2). The third is to show that a o e ith o e s o i telle tual eputation, and a motivation to seek the estee a d ad i atio of othe e e s of o e s o u it , a e epistemically virtuous (sect. 3). The fourth is to discuss two vices regarding these concerns fo o e s o i telle tual eputatio a d desi e fo estee . They are intellectual vanity and intellectual timidity (sect. 4). Finally (sect. 5), the paper explains some of the damaging effects of these vices on the relations of epistemic dependence among members of epistemic communities.
Esteem, Reputation, and Admiration
In this section I define esteem as a positive or negative attitude, directed at a person, group or institution for their good or bad qualities. 2 I distinguish it from related notions such as 1 See Q. Cassam, 'Vice Epistemology', The Monist 99 (2016), 159-180 for a defence of the view that intellectual character vices are character traits that are an impediment to effective and responsible inquiry. Although I do not fully endorse his account, it provides a useful way to approach the issues with which I am concerned in this paper. 2 My focus in this paper is exclusively with esteem conferred by individuals upon other individuals.
reputation and admiration. I discuss some of its manifestations and bring to light some of the ways in which being esteemed is of prudential value. 3 Observing people who seem good (or bad) in some respect, or are performing some action to a high (or low) standard, generally moves us to respond in positive or (negative) ways.
We are impressed by the person who can skilfully juggle five balls; we applaud those who can overcome adversity; and we are full of admiration for those who excel in academic pursuits. These responses are typically based on comparative evaluations of a othe s performance with our own abilities. 4 I take these reactions to be expressions of esteem or disesteem. 5
The qualities that attract esteem are diverse. Some are categorical: e.g., having sailed singlehandedly around the globe. Only few people have achieved this feat. Those who have are generally held in high esteem by the many who have not, as well as by their peers. Other qualities belong to continua and attract esteem in proportion to the perceived nature of the accomplishment. For example, professional players of musical instruments are generally held in esteem by members of the public, but virtuoso players attract higher levels of esteem since they are esteemed more highly and by a larger group of people that includes highly accomplished players. Further, esteem can be bestowed because of positional features such as being the winner of a race, or the first to make a discovery.
3 Conferring esteem upon others may also be of prudential value when, for example, it induces them to reciprocate. My discussion in this section is indebted to the account of the economy of esteem developed by G. Brennan and P. Pettit, Esteem is closely associated with admiration. Both are directed at individuals whom one represents as models or exemplars that are worthy of emulation. 6 The attitude of admiration, however, differs from esteem in at least two respects. Firstly, admiration is a more positive attitude than mere esteem. We admire those we hold in high esteem.
Secondly, admiration, unlike esteem, can accrue to people for features, such as some aspects of physical appearance or (if such a thing exists) natural talent, that are not even the indirect long-range result of voluntary activities designed to bring them about. Esteem, and its self-regarding equivalent proper pride, seems instead to be exclusively directed at qualities for which the agent can take credit. 7
Esteem can be a fleeting attitude since it can be directed toward someone whom we would be unable to re-identify. For example, one may esteem an anonymous donor. Anonymity, 6 The connection between admiration and the desire to emulate is defended by L. and thus likely to gain the cooperation of others when they need it. In sum, being esteemed is, in normal circumstances, a prudential good.
The epistemology of esteeming
In this section I argue that the practice of esteeming each other is generally epistemically valuable in epistemic communities whose members have finite resources and limited abilities. In many of our activities we rely on reputation to make choices and achieve our goals. For instance, we depend on word of mouth to select a dentist or an electrician. This Increasing specialization intensifies the reliance of members of epistemic communities on each other at the same time as it makes it harder to make reasoned judgements about whom to trust. 14 Individuals are often faced with the task of adjudicating between contradictory testimonies, or of deciding whether to change their pre-existing opinions in the light of the views expressed by their critics. It is not always feasible or possible to proceed by assessing independently the likely truth of the views themselves. One may lack either the resources or the knowledge required rationally to evaluate the positions at hand.
Further, one may also be unable to evaluate the competence of the disagreeing would-be experts.
In some of these cases esteem supplies evidence that assists o e s e aluatio . Often we need to assess the testimony of so-called experts about whom we have not ourselves formed any evaluative belief at all. Markers of esteem, admiration and of reputation are especially helpful in these cases. For example, if I know that a colleague admires another researcher for her expertise or intellectual integrity because I have heard him praise her for these qualities, I have some additional evidence to accept, or at least take seriously, the views of the esteemed individual. Praise is evidence that the colleague esteems this researcher; and the olleague s estee is evidence that the researcher is worthy of it. Such evidence is defeasible. My colleague may be a ad judge of people s a ilities a d i telle tual characters. He may be biased or insincere. Even so, relevant esteem markers often provide some evidence for trusting the claims made by an esteemed person.
One may wonder whether we should rely on our practices of attributing esteem and reputation since we may suspect them to be marred by self-serving motives and by systemic biases and prejudices, both conscious and not. 15 In response I wish to make two related points. First, I a k o ledge that i o u ities, he e i di iduals o e fo estee is vicious, the practice of esteeming can go badly awry by becoming utterly unreliable. In such cases, the harms generated by the practice may outweigh the benefits it brings in its trail.
Whe this o u s, it a e episte i all p ude t to suspe d o e s elia e o the p a ti e.
In this paper, I shall not try to ascertain whether one should adopt this stance toward the practices of esteeming in use in current academic communities, for instance. Instead, I leave this empirical issue as an open question. It is a question that is partly to be settled by establishing whether the vicious traits discussed in the fourth section below are widespread.
Second, I defend the claim that an epistemic community of individuals who have finite cognitive powers, care for knowledge and understanding, but also for esteem and reputation, without attempting to earn undeserved accolades, is superior to another otherwise identical community i hi h people ha e o o e fo othe s opi io of them. Several considerations speak in favour of this claim. The difficulties highlighted above faced by lay persons when assessing conflicting claims by self-proclaimed experts are pressing and not easily resolvable. The presence of a practice of esteeming others in a community offers a solution to this problem. Since esteem markers are more easily observable than the features they indicate, they prove to be epistemically valuable especially in communities characterised by highly specialised knowledge domains. So, if attributions of esteem are somewhat reliable, an epistemic community that has a practice of esteeming is superior to one without this practice.
In addition, we should expect esteeming practices to be reasonably reliable whenever individuals care to be esteemed but also to be worthy of that esteem. The argument for this claim depends on the intermediary conclusion that the esteem motive supplies a prudential reason that favours asi g o e s esteem of others at least partly on independent evaluations. Hence, widely shared reputational judgments deserve the trust that befits
consensual, yet independent, opinions.
These points are based on the observation that reputation and esteem are scarce goods.
Firstly, they are scarce because to earn them, one must be noticed. Since attentional resources are finite, the more attention is given to one person or group, the less is available for others. Secondly, esteem and reputation are also scarce because they are essentially based on favourable comparisons. Since to esteem someone is to think of her as a model, typically esteem is conferred by each person only to a limited number of individuals. 16 Further, reputation requires the one is esteemed by many in a community and that at least some of these evaluations are partly based on knowing that other esteemed individuals hold that person in esteem. Knowing that a person whom I esteem for a given quality takes another person to be an example gives me a reason not only to esteem this individual but also to presume that she is likely to be excellent in the relevant respect since she is held as an example by those whom I take to be exemplar. He e, as a pe so s eputatio aises, that of some others is likely to fall since the group of those who are thought to be among 16 It is extremely unlikely that any one person would regard everyone else as their model regarding a relevant good feature.
the best for some quality or ability cannot indefinitely increase. Thirdly, sometimes esteem is allocated for o e s positio i a a ki g su h as ei g the i e i a o te t. Whe esteem is explicitly positional, one gains it to the exclusion of all others. 17 Esteem testimonials sometimes can raise the reputations of the person who confers the esteem and of the one receiving it. Hence, the scarcity of esteem does not entail that if I express my esteem for you, the esteem in which I am held by others must automatically suffer. However, unless the context is such that the granting of esteem is mutually advantageous, competition entails that when one bestows esteem upon another for possessing some good feature, one runs the risk of seeing that the extent to which one is esteemed for the same quality is somewhat reduced. 18 For example, if I heap admiration on a colleague for his original ideas, I may be instrumental in drawing attention to his work and away from mine. I could thus contribute to lessening my reputation.
These considerations show that any marking of esteem in words or deeds can lead to shifts in the distribution of esteem in which people are held with some emerging as winners and others as losers. This feature of the economy of esteem indicates that, barring evidence of mutual recognitional gain, when individuals express their esteem for others with whom they are in competition for reputation, they defeasibly can be presumed to be sincere and their relevant judgments, if in agreement, can be assumed to be reasonably reliable. believe that A is sincere in her claim that she esteems C for that feature and that she believes that B does too. By conveying her esteem for C, and by offering further support that C is worthy of esteem by reporting B s attitude, A k o i gl u s the isk of lesse i g her own reputation. Given these incentives, A s testi o is likel to e si e e si e i giving it she is going against her self-interest.
Facts about competition also give D a reason to believe that A s estee of C is at least pa tl i depe de t of B s attitude to a d C under the assumption that A cares for her reputation.
Since A has a concern for her reputation, learning that B esteems C, she learns of a fact that potentially puts at risk something that she cares about. The presence of risk means that much is at stake for A in B s testi o . Therefore, A is unlikely to accept uncritically that C is worthy of esteem on B s sa i g-so. These considerations give D a defeasible reason to believe that A and B s e aluatio s of C a e at least i pa t i depe de tl a i ed at.
The efo e, epo ts a out a pe so s eputatio o i g f o various sources can be presumed not to be entirely derivative. So, the audience of such reports, especially if they are numerous, has a defeasible reason to believe that they are not in the position of the person who checks the reliability of a newspaper report by buying another copy of the same edition of the same newspaper. This feature of judgements about esteem means that one can presume that when an assessment of esteem is shared and grows into a reputation, one can put some trust in numbers since the incentives of competition make it probable that the agreeing sources are somewhat independent of each other in their assessments.
These considerations do not rule out the possibility of run-away backscratching through the creation of communities of mutual admiration. Such situations can always occur especially when individuals in an epistemic community are motivated to seek to be esteemed regardless of whether they are worthy of it. However, the arguments above show that these epistemically negative results are not inevitable. In addition, there are reputational risks to bestowing esteem in a self-serving manner. The person, who writes a positive endorsement to a book which is subsequently widely judged to be terrible, would see her reputation suffer since she may be thought to have bad judgement or disreputable intentions. In sum, since bestowing esteem in a self-serving manner is widely disapproved, there are selfserving reasons not to engage openly in this kind of behaviour. Dissimulation, of course, remains a possibility but it is a strategy that makes one vulnerable to being found out. This is a serious risk since dissimulation itself attract further disapprobation.
The argument so far seeks to establish that epistemic communities where people care about reputation and have thus developed practices of esteeming others are epistemically superior to similar communities in which the practice has not developed because agents do not care for reputation. The argument is based on the incentives provided by competition over esteem and reputation. Provided individuals seek to be esteemed only to the extent to which they are worthy of it, the esteem motive promotes both the sincerity and the reliability of reputational claims about which there is broad consensus.
The value of being esteemed
In this section I discuss the epistemic value of being esteemed before arguing that desiring to e the o je t of othe s estee is also episte i all alua le. Fi all , ha i g esta lished that being esteemed and having a reputation are epistemic goods, I argue that they can be rationally and virtuously pursued, and explain what such pursuit may involve. 19
19 Aristotle makes this point when he states that loving honours in the right amount and when conferred by the right people is a virtue which is flanked by two vices that of the honour-lo e ho ai s at ho ou o e tha is ight, a d f o the o g sou es , a d that of the pe so ho is i different to deserved honour.
While there are community-wide epistemic advantages that result from adopting a practice of estee i g, ei g the o je t of othe s estee is of episte i alue to the individual in t o fu the disti ti e a s. Fi st, othe s estee supplies information about oneself that aids the acquisition of self-knowledge. Second, the desire to be esteemed by others provides an incentive to raise performance and become a better epistemic agent. 20 First, in normal circumstances, when a person discovers that she is esteemed by others for so e ualit , she a ui es e ide e a out othe s opi io of he a d also a out he self.
That is, she can treat their marks of esteem as expressing their esteem (disesteem) for her, which is to say their belief that she possesses some good or bad feature. Further, she can take their esteem as offering some defeasible evidence that she possesses the quality for which they esteem her. Therefore, knowing about the esteem in which others hold one promotes the acquisition of self-knowledge.
"e o d, a ti g to e estee ed is a i e ti e to aise o e s pe fo a e a d i p o e
since others esteem only good performances and admire excellence. It may be objected that although the desire to be esteemed is an additional motive for performing, it leads to raised performance only if the agent would otherwise lack sufficient motivation to strive to improve. Whilst this objection is well-taken, its scope is somewhat limited. Human agents, even when motivated to seek knowledge and understanding, are often prone to temptations to cut corners. Given this generally accepted fact about human psychology, the desire to be esteemed is a powerful incentive to raise o e s ga e. If this is right, the practice of esteeming is, at least in the absence of systematic self-serving biases and prejudices, epistemically valuable to those communities that adopt it. In addition, both being the object of esteem and having a desire to be esteemed are of epistemic value to individuals because they are instrumental to self-knowledge and to improved performance.
Yet it may seem that esteem and reputation cannot be virtuously (or even rationally)
pursued. 21 The e is a diffe e e et ee de o st ati g o e s a ilities i f o t of a audience and behaving in a way that is designed to attract approval or praise. The person who is seeking to be esteemed engages in behaviour of the second kind as well as of the first. It is precisely this desire to be praised or admired that is said to be not impressive. In short, despite the prudential and epistemic values that accrue to being esteemed and having a reputation, it would seem that one cannot rationally take their acquisition to be an e pli it goal of o e s a ti ities u less o e, at the sa e ti e, o eals o e s motivations. The desire for esteem, therefore, appears to be essentially self-stultifying.
This conclusion is premature. There are cases in which behaviour that is transparently motivated by the desire to be esteemed attracts no disapproval. For example, the woman who draws attention to her, unjustly neglected, contribution to a collective success may be admired for her courage and gain a larger share of esteem without suffering any reputational damage because of her self-publicity. More generally, at least in contemporary attempt either to divert attention from the achievements of others, or to showcase our successes in a manner that is at least likely to mislead about their significance.
The desire to be esteemed goes ha d i ha d ith the desi e to gai othe s e aluati e respect which is respect that accords ith o e s ad i a le featu es. 22 Demanding that one is a o ded espe t hi h is ali ated to o e s a tual i telle tual o th is not vicious;
rather, it may be a requirement of self-respect. Since it is impossible to receive this kind of respect when one is unnoticed, behaving in a way desig ed to highlight o e s good featu es in front of others, is compatible with possessing a virtuous psychology. However, this is so only when the desire to be esteemed is accompanied also by the desire to be worthy of the esteem one seeks.
One might object that, since positive esteem is allocated only to performances and qualities that are highly rated, to desire to be esteemed is to want to be seen to be better than some other people. However, one may add, the possession of this desire is incompatible with humility. True; wanting to be thought to be better than others can lead to bragging. It is also generally considered unimpressive. However, to seek to be esteemed is to want a positive e aluatio e ause of o e s ualities. This is not the same as wanting to appear to be better than others. One may have the first desire without the second. This might be true even though o e a also ealise that u less o e s audie e thi ks that o e is ette tha some people, its members are not going to hold one in high esteem. Hence, to want to be esteemed is not clearly incompatible with humility and may at least in some circumstances be required by proper pride. 23
One may also object to the view that esteem can be virtuously desired on the grounds that virtue requires that one is motivated by the desire for some final or intrinsic good whilst esteem would seem to be prudentially valuable and its epistemic value is at best instrumental. In response one may reject the presumption that good motives are a requirement of virtue. The identification of intellectual vices as obstacles to effective and responsible enquiry that I have adopted in this paper invites exactly such a response. That is, one may propose that esteem is virtuously pursued whenever in ordinary circumstances it reliably leads to good epistemic effects. 24 However, a supporter of a motivational account of virtue can also address this objection by drawing attention to the connection between esteem and evaluative respect. Respect, like esteem, requires that one is paid attention to, since to demand respect is to demand that one is noticed rather than ignored. The connection between esteem and respect is even deeper since the latter can be thought as the tribute that others attribute to merit, and those who receive it acquire a good whose value is arguably not purely prudential or instrumental. Therefore, when -and to the extent in which -seeking esteem is desiring only that one is given credit for those among o e s featu es which are worthy of esteem, it can be thought as a desire for an intrinsic good. In short, the desire to be esteemed can be virtuous he it o sists i desi i g othe people s e aluati e espe t. 25
3. The vices of esteem: vanity and timidity Some desires for esteem are vicious. In this section I focus on the kinds of desire for esteem associated with two vices of self-presentation. These are: intellectual vanity and intellectual timidity. Vanity involves a positi e e aluatio of o e s own intellectual character, an u illi g ess to a ept o o o e s li itatio s, and an engrossing desire to be held in high esteem. 26 Intellectual timidity is the opposite of vanity since it is associated with a negative self-evaluation, and a esig ed a epta e of o e s eal o p esu ed li itatio s. It fi ds expression in a desire not to be noticed and a fear of others evaluation of the self. 27 To get a grip on intellectual vanity, it is helpful to highlight some of its behavioural manifestations. The intellectually vain person constantly compares herself to others.
Consider, for example, a person who often checks her h-index on the software Publish or Perish, or who always first opens a book in her area of research at the index pages merely to check whether she is cited in it. Not everyone who checks these things is vain, but those who are overwhelmingly preoccupied with them usually are. These people clearly are prepared to trade-off knowledge and understanding for their reputations. 28 O e of the defi i g featu es of i telle tual a it is a i a ilit to a ept o e s i telle tual For example, a person during a talk to an audience of fellow philosophers may fail to give an adequate answer to a question from the audience. In the days ahead, she may focus on this small failure and instead of thinking of a better answer to the question to use on future occasions, she continually revisits the episode, worrying about how it reflects on her reputation.
At the same time, the intellectually vain often seek the spotlight because they want to be the centre of attention. If they succeed in receiving the praise they crave, they may gradually come to believe that they have very few intellectual shortcomings; they may then tend to ignore their defects or suppress any evidence of their existence. When it is motivated by a desire to wish away any limitations so that one can gain the admiration of o e s pee s, eha iou of this so t e e plifies a othe a i hi h a it as a la k of a epta e of o e s li itatio s a a ifest itself. In sum, there are three aspects to intellectual vanity. The first is a sense of self-regard or self-importance which results f o a high esti atio of o e s o ualities shaped by a need to be socially valued or esteemed. The second is an inability to accept o e s shortcomings which results in attempts to hide them from view. The third is an allconsuming desire to be admired without caring whether one is worthy of the admiration, which leads to an excessive focus on comparing oneself with others. Vain individuals therefore often are envious of those who are successful and engage in spiteful behaviour designed to prevent others from receiving the praise that one craves for oneself. 31
The characterisation offered above helps to distinguish virtuous concern for the esteem of others from vain concern for the same. What characterises the latter is not necessarily the intensity of the desire for esteem. Rather, the distinguishing features of this desire are: its disregard for being worthy of the admiration one seeks; 32 its related willingness to receive this admiration at the cost of othe s e ei i g u fai t eat e t; and an envious attitude that gives rise to spiteful behaviour. 33 In addition, vanity is often accompanied by dissimulation; since envy and the desire to be admired without caring to be admirable are, if uncovered, likely to attract disapproval, vain individuals are unlikely to be open about their motivations.
31 Theories about the nature of vanity have generally selected one of these aspects as fundamental. For example, Roberts and Wood, Intellectual virtues, 7 defi e a it an excessive concern to be well regarded by other people ; Walke a d Ti e ius, 'Arrogance', 383 think of it as ha i g a excessively high selfestimation . I ie , a it is ot a atte of thi ki g too ell of o eself o of ei g too o e ed that othe s thi k highl of o e, i stead it is a matter of developing a positive self-assessment which is driven by othe s alleged pe eptio of the self. 32 Some, including Hume and more recently Kieran 'Creativity a gue that a it is a i e lose to i tue si e one can use the desire to be esteemed that is characteristic of vain individuals and rely on it to educate them to care about being worthy of esteem. Hence, vanity can be instrumentally valuable. Nevertheless, the vain desires esteem irrespective of whether it is proportional to the evaluative respect that is due to one. 33 On how the desire to be admired can turn into envy see L. Zagze ski, I-Ad i atio a d the Ad i a le .
If vanity is characterised by a desire to grab the spot light of attention, timidity has the opposite effect. Intellectual timidity a ifests itself as u illi g ess to e p ess o e s o opi io s, to t ust o e s o hu hes, to sho ad e tu ous ess i e plo i g o e s t ai s of thought. The timid lacks conviction in her own opinions, and in her ability to discover the truth. She is riven with doubt and anxiety about the correctness of her views, and she is afraid that her alleged shortcomings might be exposed. For these reasons, she remains silent in conversation, and exhibit conservative dispositions in enquiry. The person who exhibits these tendencies is also likely to be aware that others may form a negative estimation of her intellectual abilities because of her silence. Despite this awareness, the timid keeps herself to herself since she would rather pass unnoticed and unappreciated than risk failure and disapproval. 34 Although individuals who are timid may believe that they are intellectually inferior to other agents, beliefs of this kind are neither necessary nor sufficient for timidity. Instead, what ha a te ises ti idit is fea of iti is hi h t u ps ega d fo o e s i telle tual sta di g in the community. This anxiety gives rise to feelings of self-doubt which in turn heighten anxiety. Thus, timidity is primaril a egati e affe ti e sta e to a d o e s o og iti e a ilities athe tha a set of eliefs a out o e s i telle tual apa ities.
To appreciate this dynamic, consider the predicament of many young girls when doing mathematics in school. They may have heard that boys are meant to be better than girls at this subject. Hence, girls may experience a certain amount of self-doubt and anxiety in class which may lead to timid attitudes. Thus, imagine one such girl who refrains from raising her 34 Intellectual timidity is therefore a vice which is also opposed to intellectual courage. It seems possible and plausible that one vice may be opposed to more than one virtue. Timidity is opposed to courage in so far as it e e plifies e essi e isk a e sio a d to p ope o e ith o e s i telle tual sta di g e ause it e hi its insufficient care with esteem.
hand when the teachers ask questions to the class. Even when she thinks that she may know the answer, her fear of criticism, prevents her from putting herself forward. Thus, she avoids being the centre of attention since she perceives the opportunity to be noticed as a risk of being exposed as lacking in talent. Her timidity may be partly the product of her temperament, partly the result of her interpretation of gender norms, and partly still due to the contingencies of her experiences. More darkly, it may also have been in part the result of acts of intimidation. She may have been mocked when she made a mistake in the past or she may have simply sensed that her contributions were not welcomed by classmates or teachers. Either way she has developed a tendency to bite her tongue and hide away.
Unsurprisingly over time this same person may have acquire the belief that she has nothing to say. 35 She may come to the conviction that she lacks ability and that she cannot improve.
Once she has moved from mere intellectual timidity to defeatism and resignation that she has little in the way of intellectual strengths she will have become fatalistic in her outlook. 36 Her inability to demand evaluative respect is thus instrumental in her loss of self-respect.
Some epistemic harms resulting from vanity and timidity
In this closing section I draw on the conclusions defended above to highlight some of the epistemic harms that flow from intellectual vanity and timidity. I presume that everyone has an interest in the acquisition of epistemic goods such as knowledge, information or understanding. When these interests suffer setbacks, individuals are harmed. Some of these
35
O this poi t see Ta esi i, Cal Do , Dea . Fo a o t asti g highe -order evidence account of this psychological transition see Gold e g, "a fo d, A oga e "ile e a d "ile i g , Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, 90 (2016), 93-112. 36 It should be clear to the reader versed in the literature on implicit bias and stereotype threat that the vice of intellectual timidity is one to which individuals who suffers from stereotype threat may be particularly prone.
harms may be systematic rather than due to the peculiar aspects of a given situation.
Further, some harms may also be wrongful; when they are, the person who is harmed epistemically also suffers a wrong. In this paper my focus is exclusively on the systematic epistemic harms caused by vanity and timidity; I set aside all questions of wrongness.
Some of these harms are self-inflicted. Each person has an interest in knowing herself or himself. Both intellectual vanity and timidity are obstacles to the pursuit of self-knowledge.
For instance, intellectual vanity promotes the formation of false beliefs about oneself. It is therefore an obstacle to effective and responsible inquiry. To see why this is so, consider that vain individuals seek to be praised. Therefore, they learn to value above all those aspects of themselves that attract the most praise. Thus, their sense of self-worth is excessively ou d up ith othe s estee of them. However, were they to become aware that they do not deserve the esteem that they have accumulated, the acquisition of this information would make it difficult to sustain their own positive conception of the self.
Discovering that others are mistaken in their positive evaluations of the self would undercut o e s positi e self-estee e ause it is la gel ased o othe s positi e esti atio s of the self; but if these are believed to be wrong, it would be unreasonable to rely on them.
Therefore, when praise is not commensurate to desert, vain individuals are motivated to ignore any evidence to this effect.
Intellectual timidity is also an impediment to self-knowledge. Those who are timid, and shy a a f o othe s estimation of their features, deny themselves access to relevant evidence about their own intellectual characters. I sofa as othe s opi io s of us, as manifested in their esteem, are a valuable source of information about the self, intellectual timidity is an obstacle to both effective and responsible enquiry since it makes those who are timid less likely to know truths about themselves and less sensitive to the evidence relevant to acquire such knowledge. In addition, for reasons outlined in section 4 above, intellectually timid individuals are also likely to form several false beliefs about their abilities or expertise. To atio alise thei fea of othe s judg e ts, the a e likel to u de esti ate thei good qualities.
In sum, intellectual vanity and timidity are sources of epistemic self-harm. Those who possess these traits are likely to engage in wishful thinking and rationalisation; they ignore relevant evidence or deprive themselves of the opportunity to access it. As a result, these individuals harbour numerous false beliefs about themselves, and are limited in their selfknowledge. These setbacks to their epistemic interests are systematic and stubborn because, if the dynamics described above are correct, both vanity and timidity are to some degree stealthy. Vanity blocks in vain individuals the realisation that their sense of selfimportance may be due to their vanity rather than to an honest self-assessment of their abilities. "i ila l , ti idit is a o sta le to the ealisatio that o e s pessimistic assessment of o e s i telle tual ha a te is the esult of ti idit . Thus, both vanity and timidity can evade detection in those who suffer from them. It is not impossible for people to come to realise that they are vain or timid, rather it is difficult because of the self-occluding nature of these vices. 37 Intellectual vanity and timidity are also sources of epistemic harms inflicted upon other members of an epistemic community. I have argued in the second section of this paper that esteem is a valuable, albeit imperfect, indicator of key features of epistemic agents such as reliability and trustworthiness. Markers of esteem, barring dissimulations, are the outward expressions of esteem and are therefore an important source of information about whom to 37 See Q. Cassa , "tealth Vi es , Social Epistemology Review and Reply Collective, 4 (2015) , 19-25 and Vices of the Mind (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018) for the point that some vices are stealthy. Stealth is a matter of degree. Other vices, e.g., intellectual arrogance, may be stealthier than either vanity or timidity.
trust and believe. Both vanity and the timidity cause the mis-calibration of esteem so that it becomes a less reliable indicator of those features which would be worthy of esteem.
Hence, they degrade the quality of the evidence available to members of the community to assess when they are warranted in relying on others in their enquiries. Vain individuals may engage in dissimulation to big themselves up or they may, out of spite, describe the actions of another person in the worst possible light. Unless exposed, they may succeed in gaining more esteem than they deserve and in depriving others of some esteem to which they are entitled. Consequently, other members of the community may treat some as reliable, who
are not, and others as unreliable, when they are reliable. Either way, intellectual vanity is an impediment to effective enquiry since it may lead agents to trust unreliable testimony and distrust testimony which is reliable. Therefore, the widespread presence of vanity in an epistemic community has such a negative impact on its practice of esteeming that it might make it unwise to rely on it.
Intellectual vanity is corrosive of relations of epistemic dependence in other ways. Epistemic communities work better if their members can presume a degree of co-operation and good will. Intellectual vanity is especially harmful because it is corrosive of these. The harms i fli ted a it a e ot ullified e posu e, si e othe age ts a ot t ust the apparent esteem that surrounds the vain, but do not thereby acquire the means to assess how reliable or knowledgeable the vain individual may be. Some supremely vain individuals may be genuine authorities in their field, but the lay person is unable to assess this fact, if they cannot independently evaluate track records, and cannot trust reputations.
Individuals who are intellectually timid are reticent to share information or answer questions out of fear to make a mistake or appear stupid. Yet, it is possible that they may alone possess information which would be valuable to other agents. Thus, timid individuals 27 are likely to deprive others of knowledge which is otherwise hard to acquire. In addition, individuals who timid are unlikely to criticise or question the opinion of other people. Their uncritical stance is a further hindrance to the pursuit of effective and responsible enquiry.
These considerations lead to two further questions which I must leave for future research.
The first concerns the conditions under which these harms are wrongful. The second regards whether those who wrong others in these ways should always be blamed for these outcomes.
In conclusion, the desi e to e held i othe s estee a , o t a to what one may think, be part of a virtuous psychology and yield genuine epistemic benefits to individuals and their communities. When this desire, however, is distorted as is the case for those who are vain and those who are timid, it contributes to traits which, in so far as they are impediments to effective and responsible enquiry, are epistemically vicious. 38
